
A PRIMER FOR CLIPS

Clips is for creating and editing presentations in which the student’s computer becomes a tutor. The tutor
delivers audio and visuals and interprets responses from the student to determine which audios and visuals
it should deliver next. Clips is also for making presentations to groups, where only the visuals are used and
where the speaker delivers the audios and interacts directly with an audience. This brief primer introduces
you to Clips by a series of examples and explanations. It is intended for content designers.

What is a clip? A clip is a sequence of frames, complete with audio and visuals, and with any optional
closed captions. An analogy is in a movie, where an editor might say, “Bring me the river clip, starting where
the fog rolls in an ending when the last boat reaches the opposite shore.” This is called a “clip” because
before the digital age, when movies were realized on celluloid film, any part of a movie short or long could
be “clipped out” with scissors and moved around, viewed separately, spliced into another spot in the movie,
or discarded. In Clips, the clip is a little more restrictively defined. It is a sequence of frames that starts at
the beginning of an idea and ends when the student or the audience is expected to provide a response.

← CLIP →

FRAME

-

What then is a frame? A frame is the smallest in the combined audio–visual part of a clip. It gets its
name from a single still image in a movie film. Here is an example of clip and frames. The part that the
computer or human narrator speaks is blue italics and the visual is green. Each blue–green pair is a frame.

This is a module on logarithms, which are “calculating numbers.” Think about a number
and its logarithm, abbreviated “log”.

Number Log

The easiest way to start understanding them is to think of powers of ten, which are numbers
starting with one and followed by zeros. So for example, the logarithm of 100 is two.

Number Log

100 2

The logarithm of ten thousand is four.

Number Log

100 2
10,000 4

The logarithm of a million is six.

Number Log

100 2
10,000 4

1,000,000 6

That’s the idea. So let me ask you this. What is the logarithm of 1,000?
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A clip goes from a starting point down to the point that the student or audience would respond. Then one
or more clips can follow, based on the response. All of the clips and frames that make up a lesson can be an
elaborate practical method of exposing a new topic to individually to a student.

What is a lesson? It is a series of clips on a topic short or long that are optionally interconnected with
questions for the student and with processing of responses. There is a strait-through path that exposes the
topic as it might be exposed in an explanatory text book. Then there are numerous side branches that
explain the topic in different ways as needed by the student’s responses. Statistics maintained tell which
pathways are taken, and how many times, and can provide further information on where additional pathways
might be are needed.

The entire lesson is set up to be able to be edited and changed incrementally, under the idea that it will be
difficult to get good tutorial lessons right the first time without some experimental use by students.

How is a lesson created? The basis of a lesson is a script, which contains all the information for the audio
and visual portions, and all the questions, and the interpretation of responses. It also contains information
for closed captions, so that the student can read the audio portion rather than listening to it.

Four kinds of lines make up the script—audio, visual, branching, and comments. Comments are lines
beginning with a hyphen (-) Comments in the script are not processed and do not appear in any output.
Lines beginning with an equal sign (=) carry branching information, described in a section below. (Note:
The branching parts are still in development.)

Visual information is placed on lines that are indented at least two columns. They are recorded in the form
of the standard typesetting TEX, with the PicTEX package available for graphics. Thus it is possible to make
the highest quality publication-level visuals. TEX is pronounced “teck” by those who use it, since its name
is made up of the capital form of the Greek letters τ , ϵ, and χ (tau, epsilon, and chi).

Audio lines are any lines not beginning with the vertical bar and not beginning with a comment marker.
For example, here is the script that would produce the clip shown above in blue and green.

This is a module on logarithms, which are "calculating numbers." Think about a
number and its logarithm, abbreviated "log".
=
= Number Log

The easiest way to start understanding them is to think of powers of ten, which are
numbers starting with one and followed by zeros. So for example, the logarithm of
100 is two.
=
= 100 2

The logarithm of ten thousand is four.
=
= 10,000 4

The logarithm of a million is six.
=
= 1,000,000 6

That’s the idea. So let me ask you this. What is the logarithm of one thousand?

The equal signs indented two colums (=) tell that the rest of the line is “verbatim,” represented exactly as
shown with multiple spaces intact. You see that the indented lines accumulate to make successive frames.
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Here is an example of its use. Suppose in the script above we want to break the line containing the title into
two separate thoughts. We want to first present the word “Number” and next present the word “Log”, with
a few words in between. This is how the script could look.

This is a module on logarithms, which are "calculating numbers." Think about
a number
=
= Number \T\

and its logarithm, abbreviated "log".
=
= Number Log

The notation \T\ means “temporary.” A line marked with this will be overwritten in the developing with
the next line displayed. Thus when this appears in steps, the developing frame will first be

This is a module on logarithms, which are “calculating numbers.” Think about a number

Number

and its logarithm, abbreviated ”log”.

Number Log

Annotation of audio. Audio lines (lines that begin in column one, not indented at all, and that do not
begin with a hyphen or equal sign at the far left) produce two things, synthesized voice and closed captions.
The two are almost identical in contents except that sometimes the voice must say something different than
the closed caption should display. That is accomplished with adjacent sets of braces, as in {material for
voice}{material for captions}. Here is an example.

The formula for this most irrational of all numbers is
{the square root of five minus one, all over two}{$(\sqrt{5}-1)/2$}.

The voice synthesizer will speak “The formula for this most irrational of all numbers is the square root of
five minus one, all over two,” while the caption will show “The formula for this most irrational of all numbers
is (
√
5− 1)/2.”

A second use for this is pronunciation. For example, the sentence

Logarithms were popularized by John {nape year}{Napier}, beginning in
the seventeenth century.

Thus the voice synthesizer will pronounce it as “nape year” rather than various alternatives such as “Nappy-
er,” but the captions will display it correctly.

A third use is for timing clues to the speech synthesizer or to a human narrator. Annotations like {1s} or
{4s} indicate pauses of one syllable and four syllables, respectively. A pause of any amount can be specified
before the “s.” These pauses course do not appear in the captions.

Categories for visuals. All visuals are indented at least two spaces in the script, but beyond that can take
several different forms. You’ve already seen the equal sign prefix (|=), Which introduces a “verbatim line.”
Such lines are reproduced exactly as they are written, in a monospace font with multiple blanks represented
without being compressed into shorter whitespace. This is an easy way to make tabular material without
having to use a special format for tables (described further below). It is also the right thing to use if you
are going something like you are showing something like an excerpt from a computer program, or a table of
data.
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Images. Images in png or jpg format can be included directly in the script. Here is an example of a
resulting frame.

And here is the script that produced it.

Pollinator project under development ++
\n
\Image ../lehman/CAL19337.jpg 3.375 x 4.5 [Native bumblebee on goldenrod]
\ImageCaption {\it Bombus ternatius} on Goldenrod, Becker County, Minnesota
\ImageRight
\n
1. Relatively little is known about the abundance, distribution, and floral
preferences of native bees.
\n
2. {\it Bombus tenarius}, shown at right, is a common bumblebee of North
America.
\n
3. In this project, planters will be placed in natural rural habitats and
also in metropolitan plant nurseries, to compare the two habitats and examine
which pollinators use which floral species.
\n
4. The goal is to learn what can be done to improve surroundings for people
and wildlife as suburban areas expand.
/
\n\n
{\twelvepoint\sl This project is supported by the Environmental Trust Fund
and the University.}
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Take note of several things about the script above.

1. For simplicity, there is no audio in this script, but that could be inserted following any or all of the steps
marked with an underscore at the end of the line.

2. Standard TEX notation, such as \it for italics, can be placed anywhere in the text.

3. A plus sign (+) at the end of a line makes the text on that line larger and bolder than the regular text.
Two plus signs at the end (++) make it slightly larger still.

4. Following the keyword \Image is the name of the image file to be inserted, followed by the size of the
image in inches, followed by a comment in brackets ([ ]) describing the image. If either or both of
the dimensions of the image are set to question mark (?), Clips will examine the image and fill in the
appropriate size. This happens when the shell script clipsize is invoked.

5. The \Image statement can also be written \Image(borderless) to avoid the thin black border that
otherwise surrounds each image. That is useful for images that blend into a white background.

6. The \ImageRight can just as well be \ImageLeft to place the image on the opposite side of the page.

7. The set of text that appears beside the image ends with a single slash (/) at the beginning of the line.

8. The phrase \ImageCenter can be used instead of \ImageLeft or \ImageRight, except that no text
appears to the left or right of the centered image, and consequently no slash (/) is used to terminate
that text.

9. Paragraphs of text spanning the full width of the screen can precede and/or follow the image, as in the
lines beginning “Pollinator project” and “This project is.”

10. Spacing that normally appears between paragraphs can be increased with a line like \n\n. Each symbol
(\n) on the line adds six points of vertical space (0.083 inches or 2.1 millimeters).

11. Either the image or the text can be omitted. It is common to have frames consisting of text only in
tutorials, and of images only in presentations to audiences.

The features above are sufficient to create clean and simple displays that have illustrations as well as text.
The TEXbook by Donald Knuth and The PicTEX Manual and The Table Manual by Michael Wichura may
be consulted for full details on features. Also, the PicTEX Command Summary by by Angus Duggan is a
useful reference (attached as an appendix).
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Colors. Many colors are pre-established, and you can define your own colors as well as changing those that
exist. A backslash–parenthesis ( \( ) switches into a new color and the opposite parenthesis switches back
( \) ). For example, if you want to define a color named “Taiga Morning Mist,” you could write

The next word "red" should appear in \(PureRed:red\).

It would appear as

The next word “red” should appear in red.

A list of standard colors is available in an appendix, but you may define your own by giving red–green–blue
intensities for the color the first time you use it. For example, if you write

The subtle mood of a \(TaigaMorningMist RGB .011 .784 .618: misty northern
dawn \)cannot be captured in color alone, nor in words.

Will be rendered

The subtle mood of a misty northern dawn cannot be captured in color alone, nor in words.

The rgb designator gives three numbers that are intensities of the red, green, and blue color bands, respec-
tively, as values from 0 to 1.∗ Subsequently when you reference the color TaigaMorningMist without the
rgb designator, the same color will be reproduced.

Here are a few commonly used colors for ready reference. The rest are in an appendix. The ordinary names
Red, Green, Blue, and so forth are intended for diverse audiences with varying color vision, specifically red–
green colorblindness. PureRed, PureGreen, and PureBlue, and so forth are the names of the corresponding
monochromatic colors.

Color Name R G B

Black 0.00 0.00 0.00
White 1.00 1.00 1.00

PureRed 1.00 0.00 0.00
PureGreen 0.00 1.00 0.00
PureBlue 0.00 0.00 1.00
PureYellow 1.00 1.00 0.00
PureCyan 0.00 1.00 1.00
PureMagenta 1.00 0.00 1.00

Red 0.80 0.40 0.00
Green 0.00 0.78 0.65
Blue 0.00 0.45 0.70
Yellow 0.95 0.90 0.25
Cyan 0.35 0.70 0.90
Magenta 0.80 0.60 0.70

DarkRed 0.70 0.20 0.00
DarkGreen 0.00 0.58 0.45
Orange 0.90 0.60 0.00
Brown 0.60 0.50 0.00

Gray 0.60 0.60 0.60
DarkGray 0.40 0.40 0.40
LightGray 0.80 0.80 0.80
VeryLightGray 0.95 0.95 0.95

∗ At the time of this writing (2015), computers commonly have only 256 different intensities in each color band, so the colors you
specify will be snapped into one of the available intensities. However, it is fine to over-specify with additional precision because
future computers may have color intensities of higher resolution.
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Figures. Graphs and charts of the highest quality can be made by the PicTEX package that is included
with Clips. PicTEX is described fully in its own manual; only the basics are included here, with a summary
of commands in an appendix. Below is a finished graph.

And here is the script that created it.

Exponential versus logistic projections +
\n\n\n
\elevenpoint
$$ \beginpicture
\setcoordinatesystem units <0.02in, 0.03in>
\setplotarea x from -30 to 210, y from 0 to 100

\(Light Gray:\grid 8 5 \)
\axis bottom label {\lines{$t$\cr(elapsed time, days)}}
ticks numbered from 0 to 210 by 30 unlabeled short from -30 to 210 by 10 /

\axis left label {\lines{$N$\cr(thousands)}}
ticks numbered from 0 to 100 by 10 /

\axis right / \axis top /

\setplotsymbol ({\twelvepoint .})
\multiput {$\bullet$} at 1 0.887 4 0.932 ... 68 3.988 73 4.485 /
\put {\lines{ 1 Aug 2014\cr$\downarrow$}} [b] <0pt, 8pt> at 1 0
\put {\lines{12 Oct 2014\cr$\downarrow$}} [b] <0pt,16pt> at 73 0

\(Red:\plot 0 0.891835 -1 0.872045 ... 209 97.0911 210 99.2945 / \)
\put {$\displaystyle{1\over N}{dN\over dt}=r \rightarrow$} [r] at 185 60

\(Green:\plot -29 0.390872 -28 0.402401 ... 209 10.1049 210 10.1105 / \)
\put {$\displaystyle{1\over N}{dN\over dt}=r-s N$} [r] <8pt,16pt> at 200 12
\put {$\displaystyle \downarrow$} [r] <0pt, 4pt> at 200 12

\(DarkGreen:\multiput {$\circ$} at 78 4.802 80 4.89 ... 157 8.229 164 8.414 / \)
\endpicture $$
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Take note of several things about the script above.

1. Colors are used as described above and underscores are used as before to divide the presentation into
steps.

2. The phrase \elevenpoint changes the typeface to a smaller size for labelling the diagram. Fourteen
point is the default.

3. The first line introduces the graph. The double dollar signs ($$) are TEX’s way of enclosing a mathe-
matical structure. The phrase \beginpicture opens the graph and \endpicture closes it.

4. The next two lines describe the size of each unit and range of units on each axis. For example, the
x-axis is 240 units wide (210 + 30) and each unit is 0.02 inches, meaning the graph is 4.8 inches wide.
The maximum ordinary width is 6.5 inches.

5. The lines beginning with \axis define the axes themselves, with their labels and numbering.

6. The phrase \plotsymbol sets the width of plotted lines. Twelve point is wider than the default size of
five point.

7. The \put statements place typeset elements at specified coordinates within the figure. Optional square
brackets ([ ]) define the alignment of the text (left, right, top, bottom, base, upper left, etc.) and
optional angle brackets (< >) define an offset to the x, y position.

8. The \multiput statements are similar, placing a typeset element at multiple positions.

9. The \plot statements draw curves through specified sequences of points (red and green in the figure
here). The sequence of points is usually generated by another computer program—in this case by
integrating two differential equations shown mathematically in the graph.

Branching and coming back.
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The audio, visuals, and captions feed into the tutoring
software, illustrated at right, which conducts the pre-
sentation, handles responses from the student, and ad-
justs the flow as required. Four modules make up
the tutoring software: (1) an orchestration mod-
ule coordinates the flow, (2 and 3) presentation
and listening modules handle output and input
with the student, and (4) an intelligence mod-
ule decides the path through the lesson, based
on simple branches or on subtleties. The or-
chestration module takes various parts of the
script and constructs a series of frames to
be presented with synthesized voice and op-
tional closed captions, and sends them to the
presentation module. The presentation mod-
ule places these before the student, soon ar-
riving at a question for the student. Then the
listening module accepts a response and encodes
it as text. In the present version of the software,
the listening module merely watches buttons that are
clicked, but in the future it can be more general. It could
accept typewritten strings or ultimately spoken words as re-
sponses, when that becomes necessary and feasible. The listening mod-
ule responds to the orchestration module, which relays the response to the intelligence module for processing.
That module mulls it over for a millisecond and returns the identity of the next clip.

A clip can connect to other clips without necessarily knowing where the connection will end up. A clip
puts out a “call” by giving a pattern describing what is needed next. Then another clip best matching the
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requirements will be visited and followed wherever it may lead until it is done, at which time it will return
to the clip that called it in the first place, without having to know what that clips is. When all callouts are
finished, the lesson is done.

For an analogy, think of a building of many suites, each suite specializing in a set of services. An index to all
suites is on the ground floor. If someone needs a haircut, they would search the index for any suite naming
haircuts as a specialty. For example, suites might exist advertising (1) “Haircuts and Nails,” (2) “Hair
Replacement, Haircuts, and Hair Coloring,” (3) “Fine Pastries and Haircuts,” and simply (4) “Haircuts.” If
a call went out for “Haircuts,” that call would match any of the four, but it would best match the fourth.
Thus the fourth suite would be visited.

To accomplish these connections, the end of every clip has lines describing (1) an identifier that attracts
other clips to the present clip, (2) a set of possible responses by the student or audience (possibly from
clickers in the case of an audience) describing what is needed next for each response, (3) optional phrases
to be spoken when the transition between clips is made, and when the clip returns, and (4) an optional
designator that the new clip should not return to the present clip, but rather should return to the clip that
invoked the present one.

For example, here could the material for a clip visited the first time the student doesn’t select the correct
response for a question like, “Let me ask you this: What is the logarithm of 10,000?”

The HANDLING line tells what the clip handles. It would pull in clips that had closely similar text in the their
INVOKE lines. The two RESPONSE lines collect the correct response (4) and all incorrect ones (*).

=HANDLING "Logs of powers of ten not understood"
=
=RESPONSE "4"
= SPEAK "That is correct! The logarithm of a power of ten is just the number of
= zeros on the number."
= RETURN
=
=RESPONSE "*"
= SPEAK "Oh, sorry, that’s still not quite it. Let’s look at it another way."
= INVOKE "Logs of powers of ten still not understood"

The asterisk (*) is a “wild card” that can match any text, and can be copied through in calls for further
processing. For example, the line RESPONSE "*" would match a response of 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, or text like “I
don’t know” if such text could be entered. But it would not match the correct answer, 4, because that is
matched better by the line Response "4".

That is about all there is to branching now, but the details are still being worked out and programmed (as
of 2015/02/08).

—Clarence Lehman, January 2015, revised February, March
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